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ABSTRACT 
Let A be a meromorphic function with values in the space of bounded linear 
operators between two Banach spaces X and Y, and assume that the coefficients 
of the prinoipal part of the Laurent expansion of A at a certain point & are degenerate 
operators. In this paper it is shown that under rather general hypotheses the null 
spaces (resp. ranges) of A(1) converge in the gap topology to a certain subspace 
of X (reap. Y) as il approaches &. Further, under slightly stronger conditions, 
the null spaces (reap. ranges) of A(A) have E fixed complementary subspace in X 
(resp. Y) for all rl in some deleted neighbourhood of k. The hypotheses of these 
stability theorems are fulfilled if A is Fredholm at & or haa values in the set of 
degenerate operators. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper X and Y will denote complex Banach spaces, 
and A will denote an operator (valued) function, holomorphic on a deleted 
neighbourhood of a complex number ;20 and having values in the Banach 
space 9(X, Y) of all bounded linear operators from X into Y. The null 
space and range of Ltn operator T in 9(X, Y) will be denoted by N(T) 
and R(T), respectively. In this paper we study the behaviour of N(A(iZ)) 
and R(A(1)) as ;Z + 10. 
Our investigations are based on a. detailed knowledge of certain sub- 
spaces H, (m=O, fl, ~2, . ..). H, Hc.in X and Km (m=O, rtl, f2, . ..). 
K and Kc in Y, which are associated with A at 10. The definitions of 
these spaces end their elementary properties are given in Section 1. Tbc 
idea to introduce these spaces goes back to H. BART [2], who defined 
the H, and K,,, spaces for m > 0 and A holomorphic. For m > 0 the elements 
of the space H ,,, are defined in terms of root functions in the sense of 
S. G. KREIN and V. P. TROFIMOV [20]. 
In Section 1 we also introduce the stability number of A at &. By 
definition this number is the dimension of the quotient space Ho/H. In 
the stability theorems we prove, one of the main conditions is the re- 
quirement that the stability number of A at lo is finite. 
1) The research for this paper wae done while the third author was supported 
by the Netherlands Organization for the Advancement of Pure Research (Z.W.O.). 
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In Section 2 we study the “linear” case where A@) = T +;Ls. In t& 
case the subspaces H n, and Km have a particularly simple form (see 
Example 1.6(b) for details), and the condition that A has a. finite stability 
number at 0 is equivalent to the condition that T has a certain property 
P(S; k) introduced by M. A. KAASHOEK in [16]. Under the hypotheses 
that R(T) is closed and that A has a finite stability number at 0, we prove 
that N(T +IS) converges in the gap topology to H if 3, --f 0. 
In Section 3 we introduce operator functions which are finite mero- 
morphic at lo. Such a function A has at most a pole at &, and the coefficients 
of the principal part of A at i20 are degenerate operators. On the basis 
of an idea contained in [9], we associate with a finite meromorphic operator 
function A two holomorphic operator functions S and T which hsve in 
many respects the same properties as A. In this way we can reduce 
certain questions about finite meromorphio operator functions to questions 
about holomorphic functions. We conclude Section 3 with characterizations 
of certain subclasses of finite meromorphic operator functions in terms 
of the spaces H, and Km. 
In Section 4 we reduce the holomorphic case to the linear case of 
Section 2. This reduction is based on an elaboration of a linearization 
method described by H. BART in [2] and in a somewhat different form 
by K.-H. F~RSTER [5] and G. MAIBAUM [21]. The main results of this 
section describe in detail the relations between the spaces H,,,, H, H,, 
K,, K and Kc of a holomorphic operator function A at 0 and those of 
a corresponding linear function. 
In Section 6 we use the techniques developed in Sections 3 and 4 to 
show that the stability results of Section 2 also hold for the null spaces 
N(A(;2)) of an operator function A at 10, whenever 
B) A is finite meromorphic at LO, 
/?) the stability number of A at ilo is finite and 
y) the constant term A0 in the Laurent expansion of A at ilo is an 
operator with closed range. 
It is also shown that if, in addition, the null space of A0 is complemented 
in X, then there exists a closed subspace W of X such that 
X=N(A@)) @ W 
for I in a deleted neighbourhood of LO. Analogous stability theorems are 
proved for the range spaces &(A@)) by using the properties of the conju- 
gate operator function A * discussed in Section 5. Further we show that 
H = H, and K = Kc if A has the above properties (Proposition 6.8). 
The characterization theorems proved in Section 3 show that the con- 
ditions OL, j3 and y above are fulfilled if A is finite meromorphic at & 
and the constant term A0 is a semi-Fredholm operator. We also show 
that a meromorphic function with values in the set of degenerate operators 
has the properties LY, /3 and y (Section 7). 
The present paper is the first of two on the theory of finite meromorphic 
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operator functions. The main results here will be used in the second paper 
to obtain representation theorems for certain classes of fIrrite meromorphic 
operator functions and to establish the existence of global meromorphic 
relative inverses. 
1. i3ubspme.s amociated with operator functions 
Given a Banach space 2, we let %‘(lo, 2) denote the set of all functions 
4 which are holomorphic in a deleted neighbourhood (depending on #) 
of A-, and which have values in 2. Such a function C# has a (unique) Laurent 
expansion at AIJ: 
+(A)= g (A--nop+?a. 
*--co 
We define the order of 4 at 10 to be the extended integer ~(4; As) given by 
v($; lo)= inf {n E z: &#O). 
Here Z denotes the set of integers. We follow the convention that inf P, = 00. 
Thus v($ ; no) = oo if and only if 4 is identically zero in a deleted neighbour- 
hood of 10. We shall write 
9w + 2 
when ~(4; As)>0 and +o=z. 
Let A be the function introduced in the first paragraph of Section 0. 
For + E #(JO, X), we let A+ denote the function defined (on the inter- 
section of the domains of A and 4) by 
(Ad)@) =4)4(A). 
Observe that A+ E ti(ls, Y) and 
v(-&; 10) >v(A; Jo) +v($; lo). 
For each m in Z, we let H,[A; IO], or sometimes Elm, denote the set 
of all vectors x in X with the property that there exists a function 4 
in ~(Ao, X) such that 
+(A) + z and v(A+; ilo)>m+ 1. 
We let Km[A; A-J], or sometimes Km, denote the set of all vectors y in Y 
with the property that there exists a function 4 in Z(;lo, X) such that 
~(4; Ao) > -m and (A+)(A) -+ y. 
Observe that the H, and Km are linear subspaces of X and Y, re- 
spectively, and 
. . . ~H-~~,H-~~Ho~H~~Hz~...., 
. . . CK-2CK-eICKOCKICKZC.... 
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We let 
H[A; no]= fi H,[A; Ao] and K[A; 3yo]= 6 K&4 ; As]. 
m-0 m-0 
The first proposition gives a basic algebraic isomorphism between 
certain quotient spaces. 
1.1 PROPOSITION. For m EZ and k=O, 1, 2, . . . . 
(1-l) Hm[A ; 391 - &n+k[A ;M Hm+k[A ; &II - K&f ; 101 ’
and 
P-2) 
dim Hm[A ; 391 K[A ; ;201 
H[A ; &I = dim K,[A ; &] ’ 
PROOF. Since H,,,/H,,,+k is isomorphic to a subspace of H, comple- 
mentary to H,,,+k, and since K&Km is isomorphic to a subspace of 
Km+* complementary to K nz, it suffices to prove the proposition for k= 1 
and each m E 7,. 
In this proof we use the following notations: if $ is any function holo- 
morphic in a deleted neighbourhood of As, then &, will denote the nth 
coefficient of the Laurent expansion of 4 at ilo; for each x in H,, the 
symbol [z] will denote the element of H,,JH,,,+l containing 2. Now given 
y E Km+l, there exists 4 E %(Ao, X) such that 
P-3) Y($; 5) > -m - 1 and (A+)(A) -+ y. 
Let w(A) = (A-&)ffl+i$(A). Then y E #(lo, X), 
y(A) -+ &-I and v(Ay ; 39) pm + 1. 
Hence &-i belongs to H,. If 6 is another function in #(As, X) such 
that 
~(6; A,) > -m - 1 and (A$@) + y, 
then v(At$- AI+; no) > 1, and it follows that &-,-r-+-,-i is in HMl. 
Hence [&m-i] = [r&i]. Thus th ere is a well-defined function @: Km+1 + 
+ H,,JH,,,+l given by 
Q(y) = [&n-11 * 
It is clear that @ is linear. Given 2 E H,,,, there exists p E .@(&, X) such 
that ~(2) + z and v(Ay; &)>m+ 1. Let $@)=(A-As)-m-ry(A). Then 
~(4; IO)> -m-l and v(A$; Ao)>O. In fact, 
(A+)(4 + ~Ay)m+~. 
Clearly, y = (Aw)~+~ E Km+1 and Q(y) = [&m-1] = [z]. Thus @ is surjective. 
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Now suppose that Q(y) = 0 for some y in K,,,+l. Then +-,,,-i E H,,,+I, 
if 4 satisfies (l-3). So there exists $4 E Z(&, X) such that 
$+(A) + +-m-l and v(A$I? ; ;b) > m + 2. 
Let $(A) = (1-&)-m-i+(J). Then v(A$; 10)s 1, and it follows that 
(l-4) 4Mw-m)1 + Y- 
If we let y(n)=@-&)m+l$(n), then w(J) + +-m-i. It follows that 
Y(Y,--$5; no)> 1, which implies that ~(4-4; As)> --m. Thus (l-4) shows 
that y E Km. This proves that N(Q) C K,. The reverse inclusion is easily 
verified. Thus K,,,=N(@). This implies that there exists an algebraic 
isomorphism of K,,,+l/K, onto H,/H,+1. 
To prove (l-2), we may assume without loss of generality that at leaat 
one of the extended integers appearing in (l-2) is finite. Suppose that 
dim K/K, is finite. Then there exists a nonnegative integer p such that 
K,,=K,, n=p,p+l, . . . , 
Applying (l-l), we see that 
H,=H,, n=p,p+1, . . . . 
Hence H = HP and K= K,. Equation (l-2) now follows from (l-l). A 
similar argument applies when dim Elm/H is finite. 
We define the stability number of A at lo to be the extended integer 
k(A ; k) appearing in (l-2) when m = 0. That is, 
(l-6) HdA ; k-d = dim K[A ; Ao] k(A;ib)=dim HIA;39l Ko[A ; 391. 
Finiteness of the stability number is one of the main conditions we will 
use later. 
1.2 PROPOSITION. For p E 55, define B in Zf’(&, 9(X, Y)) by 
B(l)=@--&@A@). 
TiLera 
(a) h[B; JO] =%-dA ; b], HP; &I =H[A ; 391, 
(b) IL,@; 391=-G-,[A; Jo], K[B; 39l=K[A; &I. 
PROOF. If rj E Z’(j10, X), then v(B$; &)=v(A$; 20)+p. This leads im- 
mediately to (a). Assertion (b) follows from the observation that if 
+E#(&,X) and if we set y(1)=(n-&)r$(1), then ~(~;3*0)=~(4;;10)+1) 
and (Ay)(jZ)=(B+)(iZ) for 3L in a deleted neighbourhood of ;lo. 
Throughout the remainder of this paper A, will denote the na coef- 
ficient of the Laurent expansion of A at 20. 
15 Indagationes 
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1.3 PROPOSITION. Suppose that v(A; no) > -00. If m E Z and m< 
<v(A; Ao), then 
H,[A ; Jo1 =X, &nlY ; &I = (‘4. 
If v=v(A;39)<oo, then 
H,[A ; &,I = N(A,) #X, &[A ; lo] = R(A,) + (O). 
PROOF. In view of the definition of v(A ; j10), it suffices to show that 
if m~v(A;i2o), then 
P-6) &[A; 39]=N(A,), &d-A; &d=R(A,). 
For such an m, we may write 
(l-7) A(L)= 2 (I-&,)“A,. 
~==?I& 
If x E N(Am), let +(A) = x. Then it is clear from (l-7) that v(A#; 20) > 
>m+ 1, i.e., x E Hm[A; AQ]. Suppose that x E H&A; AC,]. Then there exists 
4 E 2(20, X) such that 
and v(A4; &)>m+ 1. But 
and it is clear that x must belong to iV(A& This proves the first part 
of (l-6). 
Now suppose that y E &[A; &I. Then there exists 4 E A?(&, X) such 
that 
and A(L)+(A) -+ y. F rom (l-7) and (l-8) it is clear that A(1)+(J) + A,+-,. 
Thus y = A, qLm E &Am). Conversely, if y = A,x for some z E X, let 
#(A)= (A-nopx. Then ~(4; AI)> -m and A(a)+(2) + A,z=y. Thus 
y E R,[A ; LO]. This concludes the proof of (l-6). 
1.4 COROLLARY. If A is hobmorphic at lo, i.e., if v(A; &)>O, then 
&[A ; &] = N(Ao) and &[A ; Ao] = R(Ao). 
1.5 COROLLARY. Suppose v(A; ilo)> -co. Then, for all m E 24, 
and 
R&4 ; &I= X/&n[A ; 101, 
dim R[A ; &I= dim X/H[A ; b]. 
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PROOF. Given m, let p= min ($4; k), m}. Then from Propositions 
1.1 and 1.3, we have Km = Km/Kp-l II Hp-JHm = X/H,,,. The proof of 
the second assertion above is similar (use (l-2)). 
1.6 EXAMPLES. 
(a) Suppose T E 9(X, Y) and let A(2) E T. Then, for each 1 EC, 
H&4 ; A] =N(T) and K,[A; L]=R(T), m>O. 
(The situation for m<O is covered by Proposition 1.3.) 
(b) Suppose 8, T E .9(X, Y) and let L(1) = T + A&. We only consider 
the case Lo=O. (If 2020, we write L(2)=(T+&S)+@-&)S, and set 
p=il-39.) D fi e ne by induction the following two sequences of linear 
subspaces of X and Y, respectively, 
Do=X, D,=X-l(TD,-I), m=l, 2, . . . . 
PO=(O), F,=fJ(T-lF,p~), m= 1, 2, . . . . 
We claim that, for m= 0, 1, 2, . .., 
(l-9) H,[L; 0] = N(T) n II,, 
(l-10) K&L; 0] =R(T) +P,. 
In view of Corollary 1.4, we may assume that m > 1. Observe first that 
x E D, if and only if there is a sequence I&, . . ., &, in X such that 
(1-11) 40=x and T&t&$-1=0, i=l, . . . . m. 
Suppose that (l-l 1) is satisfied and that x E N(T). If we let #(A) =x-, A* b, 
then it is evident that d(A) +- z and Y(L~ ; 0) > m + 1. This implies that 
N(T) n D, C H&L; 01. The reverse inclusion follows by a similar argu- 
ment. To prove (l-lo), observe that z E P, if and only if there is a 
sequence $0, . . . , &,-I in X such that 
T40=0 and T&+8&=0, i=l, . . . . m-1, 
and 
scj,-1 = 2. 
Now suppose y E R(T) + F,,,, say y = T&,+x, for some +,, E X and z E P,. 
Let 40, . . . . &,,-I be the sequence associated with z, as above, and define 
4 -s W,oo, X) by 
#A) =x A-m+i b. 
Then ~(4 ; 0) > -m, and it is easily seen that 
L(A) +(A) + T+rn + S+m-l= y- 
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It follows that R(T) +P, C X,[L; 01. The reverse inclusion follows from 
a similar argument. 
If we set 
(1-12) D= ; D,,,, 
m-o 
then it follows from (l-9) that 
(1-13) H[L; O]=N(T) n D 
and 
(1-14) 
Ho[L; 01 WY 
4% 01 =N(T)* 
In [lS], the operator T was said to have the property P(8; k) if dim N(T)/ 
(N(T) n D)=~<ocJ. This is clearly the same as the condition that 
k(L; 0) = kc CO. We shall use this fact when we state Theorem 2.1. 
The subspaces D ,,, were introduced by T. KATO [18] in his work on 
perturbations of semi-Fredholm operators. (Cf. [ll], pages 1 l&l 16.) The 
D, were used later by M. A. Kaashoek in a more general setting (where 
the property P(S; k) was studied). We shall return to this subject in 
Section 2. The sequences {Dm}, {Pm}, and several other similar sequences 
play an important role in the study of poles of an operator function of 
the form (T +X3)-1. See [2] and [3]. 
(c) As a special case of example (b), suppose X= Y, and let L(A) = 
=izI- T, where 1=1x is the identity operator on X. Then D, =R(Tm) 
and Bm=B(Tm). Hence 
H&L; O]=N(T) n R(Tm), K,JL; O]=R(T)+N(Tm), m>O. 
In this case Proposition 1.1 gives 
N(T) n R(Tm) - R(T) + iV(T”+fi) 
N(T) n B(Tm+E) - R(T)+iV(Tm) * 
Formulas of this type have been used in [17], where they play an important 
role in the study of the ascent and descent of a linear operator. For 
functions discussed in example (b), Proposition 1.1 yields formulas similar 
to those used earlier by R. K. OLIVER in [23]. 
We now consider a “direct sum” of operator functions. Suppose that 
{PI, . .., %} and {Ql, . . . . Qn} are sets of mutually disjoint projections in 
X and Y, respectively. For i = 1, . . ., n, let Xt =R(P‘) and Yr =R(Qt). 
1.7 Lum. Suppose thut in 8ome ddeted neighbourhood of ;b, the 
function A may be repeaented in the form 
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f.dwe {Pl, . . . , Pn) ~2nd (91, . . ., Qn) are a.3 above, and At E A?(&, 9(X,, Yr)) 
for i=l, . ..) n. Then for m E Z, 
(a) ~m[~;Ao]=WO&&[~1;1910 ~--Oan[~,;Aool, 
where W=N(Pl+ . . . +P,), 
(b) L[A ; &I =&n[&; 3910 . . . 0 Km[A,; no]. 
Similar decompositiona h&l for H[A ; i20] and K[A ; k]. 
The proof of this lemma is straightforward and we leave it to the 
reader. Note that the Qg are included in the representation of A only 
as an aid to computation, since Qr is the identity operator on Y‘. 
We shall use the preceding lemma to describe in detail the spaces H,,, 
and K, for a function which, in a certain sense, is characteristic of a 
wide class of meromorphic operator functions. 
We call the function A L diagonal operator function at ilo if in some 
deleted neighbourhood of 10 the function A may be represented in the 
form 
where r and 8 are integers, r < 0 ~8, and 
(&I {P,, . . . , Pa} and {Qr, . . . , Q.,} sre sets of mutually disjoint projections 
of X and Y, respectively, 
(Dz) Dr is a bijective operator in 9(X(, Yi), where X,=R(Pg) and 
Yg=R(Qt) (i=r, . . . . 8), 
(Ds) dim R(Pg) Coo for i# 0. 
Observe that, with these hypotheses, dim R(P‘) = dim R(Qt) for i=r, . . . . 8. 
We allow the possibility that dim R(Pt)=O for some of the indices. 
1.8 PROPOSITION. Suppose that A is a diagonal operator fun&on ad 
ilo of the form deswibed above. Put W = N(P,.+ . . . + Pa). Then 
X for m<r, 
H,[A; JO]= Xtn+l @ . . . @ X8 @ W for r<ma, 
W for m>g, 
and 
(0) for m<r, 
K,JA; no]= Yr@ . . . @ Yn, for r<ma, 
Yr@ . . . @ Yd for m>s. 
Aho, H[A; h-j]= W and K[A; &I= Y,.@ . . . @ Y8. 
PROOF. Let A@) = (A -A,#& Then Propositions 1.2 and 1.3 snd 
Example 1.6(a) combine to show that 
H&4; ho] = 
Xg for m<i, 
toI for m>i, 
~&h;M= 
(0) for m<i, 
yt for m>i . 
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The spaces Hm[A; lo] and &[A; 201 may then be obtained with the help 
of Lemma 1.7. The llnal statement follows immediately from the formulas 
for &[A ; Jo] and K&4 ; 201. 
Observe that in the proof of Proposition 1.8 we did not use condition 
(Ds), and hence the proposition holds for a wider class of operator functions. 
We have included (0s) in the definition of a diagonal operator function 
because we intend to use such functions in a subsequent paper. 
If the spaces X0= &PO) and YO = R(&o) have finite codimension in X 
and Y, respectively, then &r&P0 is a Fredholm operator. Diagonal 
operator functions with this extra property are of central importance in 
the papers of I. C. GOHBERQ and E. I. SIC+AL ([6], [8], [9], [lo], [26]). 
When D is a diagonal operator function at &, the space H[D ; &] has 
the property that x belongs to H[D; Jo] if and only if D(A)x 3 0 for ;Z 
in some deleted neighbourhood of ilo. While this is not true in general, 
a weakened version of this property holds in some important cases. In 
order to describe this, we introduce the spaces H,[A ; 391 and &[A ; 391. 
Let H,[A ; aa] denote the set of all z in X with the property that there 
exists a function 4 in &?(ls, X) such that 
+(a) -+ 2, +4$; ao)=oO. 
In particular, A(a)4(a) z 0 on some deleted neighbourhood of 39. Also, 
let &[A ; as] denote the set of all 9 in Y with the property that there 
exists 96 E &‘(lo, X) such that 
(4)(a) + Y. 
It is clear that H,[A ; 201 and &[A; 201 are linear subspaces, and 
(1-15) &[A; a01 c H[A; noI, IQ-A; ail] C &[A; noi. 
Later we shall show that for a wide class of operator functions, the space 
Hc coincides with H and the space K, coincides with K (see Propositions 
2.4 and 6.8). In general the inclusions in (1-15) may be proper. To show 
this we consider the following example. 
Let L(a) = iu - T, where T is a quasinilpotent bounded linear operator 
on a Banach space X such that 
(1-16) (O)#N(T) CR(Tm), m=l, 2, . . . . 
(A weighted unilateral left shift on I, will do.) Then it follows from 
Example 1.6(c) that 
H[L; 0] = N(T) # (0). 
However, the space H,[L; 0] cannot contain nonzero elements. Indeed, 
if x is a nonzero vector in He, the conditions 
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show that N(L(I)) # (0) f or all 1 in some neighbourhood of 0. This contra- 
dicts the fact that L(1) is injective for all 220. Thus HJL; O]#H[L; 01. 
Furthermore, it follows from (l-16) that 
N(Tfy CR(T), m=l, 2, . . . . 
Hence, from Example 1.6(c), 
K[L; O]=R(T). 
If R(T) =X, then dim N(U- T) = dim N(T) for 1 in some neighbourhood 
of 0 (cf. [15], Theorem 6.2). This is impossible since T is quasinilpotent. 
Thus R(T) #X and hence R[L; 0] #X. On the other hand, given z E X, 
let &A) = (Al- T)-1 z, 1# 0. Then 4 E~(O, X) and L@)$(J) =x for 1# 0, 
which proves that z E &[L ; 01. Thus K,[L ; 0] = X. 
The first systematic study of the spaces H, and K,,, was begun in 1971 
by H. BART for the case when m > 0 and A is holomorphic at 20 (see [2]). 
Bart defined these spaces in terms of sequences of elements. The fact 
that in the holomorphic case this approach is equivalent to that of using 
functions is related to the arguments considered in Example 1.6(b). In 
[2] BART used the spaces H, and R, to characterize poles of the resolvent 
of a holomorphic operator function. Such a characterization also holds 
for arbitrary meromorphic operator functions. This will be shown by the 
first author in a forthcoming paper. 
GOHBER~ and SICIAL ([6], [8], [9], [lo], [25]) did not explicitly consider 
the subspaces H ,,, and K,,,, but they did describe the elements of the 
H, spaces (for m> 0) in terms of functions + E &‘(&, X) in much the 
same manner as we have done. And they singled out what we have called 
Ho[A ; 20-J and H[A ; Aa]. Elements of Ho[A ; ;lo] were called “root vectors” 
of A corresponding to 10. In certain cases, GOHBERCJ [6] also considered 
“pole vectors” in Y, and these turn out to be elements of the K, spaces 
(m-c 0). The idea of using functions in ti(&, X) to study root vectors 
of A seems to have originated with S. G. KREIN and V. P. TROFIMOV [20]. 
2. The linear cme 
In this section we study the case when an operator function depends 
linearly on il. Throughout the section we let L denote the operator function 
given by L(J) =T +U, where 8, T E 9(X, Y), and we use the notation 
introduced in Example 1.6(b). In particular, 
Do=X, D,,,=S-l(TD,,,-I), m=l, 2, . . . . 
The following stability theorem was proved by M. A. KAASHOEK (see 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 in [IS]). 
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2.1 THEOREM. Suppose R(T) is clo~eo! and L(L; 0) = k < co. Then there 
exists E> 0 such that, for O< 121 <E, 
(a) L(1) has closed range, 
(b) k(L; I) = 0, 
(c) dim N(L(iZ)) = dim N(T) -k, 
(d) codim R(L(I)) = codim R(T) - k. 
Here codim R(T) denotes dim P/R(T). The quantities in (c) and (d) 
are allowed to be 00. When dim N(T) is finite, it is clear from (1-14) 
that k(L; 0) is finite. Similarly, k(L; 0) < 00 when codim R(T) < 00, because 
R(T) = &[L; 0] and hence 
K[L; 01 Y 
Thus Theorem 2.1 contains the standard perturbation theorem for semi- 
Fredhobn operators proved in [7] and [18]. 
Theorem 2.1 has been extended by K.-H. F~~RSTER [5] to the case of 
an operator function given by a power series in ;2, where the coeflicients 
are closed linear operators satisfying certain growth conditions. Forster 
proved this by reducing the problem to the “linear case” of Theorem 2.1. 
We shall generalize Forstir’s result in Section 6 (for operator functions 
with values in 2(X, Y)). This work will depend in part on the refinement 
of Theorem 2.1 that appears in Theorem 2.2 below. In this theorem the 
stability is formulated in terms of the gap between two subspaces. 
We recall the detiition of the gap. Let M and N be subspaces of a 
Banach space 2. Let 
d(M, N) = sup {d(w, N) : w B M, llwjl< 1). 
Here d(w, N) denotes the distance from w to N. The gay, between M and 
N is defined by 
gap W, NJ= max {Wf, N), WV, W). 
See Chapter IV in [19] for a survey of the properties of the gap function. 
2.2 THEOREM. Suppose R(T) is dosed and k(L; 0) COO. Then there 
exists s>O such that 
gap PWh HP; 01) < f I4 
PROOB. According to formulas (1-12) and (l-13), we have 
If we let 
D= fi D,, H[L;O]=N(T) nD. 
Q&,-O 
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then it is evident that T and S both map the subspace D into R. Since 
R(T) is closed and k(L; 0) is finite, Theorem 3.1 in [16] shows that D 
and R are closed subspaces of X and Y, respectively, and that T maps 
D onto R. 
Let To and So denote the restrictions of T and S to D, considered 
as mappings of D into R. Then TD is surjective. Furthermore, 
(2-V N(TD)=N(T) n D=H[L; 0] 
and, using Theorem 3.1 in [16] again, 
N(TD+AS’D)=N(T+AS), A#O. 
These formulas imply that 
(2-3) gap (N(W)), H[L; 01) = gap (N(TD+ASD), N(TD)) 
for IfO. 
Let I denote the minimum modulus of TD. Observe that ~(TD)>O, 
because the range of To is closed ([ll], Theorem IV. 1.6). Since To is 
surjective, we can repeat the arguments given in the proof of Theorem 6.2 
in [15] (see also [la]) to show that, for IJ(<y(TD)]]S&l (here O-1=00), 
we have 
and 
WVU’D), NP’Ds ~~JD)) Q I4 - IISDII(Y(TD) - Iill * llS~ll}-~, 
By combining these two estimates, we see that for ]a] <&r(TD)llSDll-l, 
gap W(TD), N(TD+ AND)) < 214 * IISDI(~(TD)-~. 
Take E = &y(T~)IlS~ll-l. Th en it follows from the preceding inequality 
together with (2-3) that the inequality (2-l) holds for 0~ ]I( <E. 
The final proposition in this section gives a sufficient condition in order 
that H[L ; 0] = H,[L ; 01. A similar result concerning the R and KC spaces 
will be given in Section 6. 
2.3 LEMMA. Suppose that T is surjective. Then 
H&C; O]=H[L; O]=H,,[L; O]=N(T). 
PROOF. The argument is similar to that suggested by A. S. M&KUS 
in the proof of Theorem 1 in [22]. Take x in X. Since T is surjective, 
there exists u in X such that Tu = - Sx. Since R(T) is closed, the minimum 
modulus y(T) of T is strictly positive, and hence we have 
db, WY) Q & IVWI g y& IISII *ll4L 
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But then there exists w in N(T) such that 
lb--II Q $j IlfJll - II4 
Set PJ~=u--v. Then clearly 
Ta+fi~=O, lla:111< 
It follows, by induction, that there exists a sequence 40, ~#i, . . . in X such 
that (60=x, 
and 
This last estimate implies that the series 
(2-4 2 Ai& 
i-o 
converges for each 1 satisfying 111 <r(5”)/2ll8ll. Thus (2-4) defines a 
function 4 in &(O, X) such that $(A) -+ x and L(l)+(A) = TX for 1 in some 
neighbourhood of 0. Hence x E H,[L ; 01, whenever TX= 0. This shows 
that N(T) C H,[L; 01, whioh suffices to prove the lemma. 
2.4 PROPOSITION. Suppose R(T) is closed and k(L; 0) <cm. Then 
H[L; O]=H,[L; 01. 
PROOF. Let To and So be as in the proof of Theorem 2.2, and let 
Lo(A) = To+ ASO. Since To is surjective, Lemma 2.3 implies that 
W’D) = &[LD; 01. 
Obviously, H,[.Z&; 0] C H,[L; 01. So, from (2-2) we obtain 
H[L; 0] =N(TD) C H&G; 01. 
This proves the proposition. 
(To be continued) 
